Introduction {#Sec1}
============

During the past decade solid-state magic-angle-spinning (MAS) NMR has developed into a useful tool for the study of protein structure and dynamics. With no intrinsic size limit on the structure studied and no requirement for long range order, it forms a highly complementary technique to solution NMR and X-ray crystallography. It has enabled structure determination in cases which are difficult to tackle by other methods, such as amyloid fibrils (Jaroniec et al*.*[@CR23]; Petkova et al*.*[@CR33]; Ferguson et al*.*[@CR11]; Wasmer et al*.*[@CR43]), dynamic oligomeric protein complexes (Jehle et al*.*[@CR24]) as well as membrane proteins in their native lipid environment (Andronesi et al*.*[@CR1]; Cady et al*.*[@CR6]). So far, data analysis and structure calculations have mainly been carried out using software tools developed for solution NMR. These include spectrum visualisation programs used for resonance and distance restraint assignments (Goddard and Kneller; Johnson and Blevins [@CR25]), structure calculation programs (Brünger [@CR4]; Güntert et al*.*[@CR15]; Brünger et al*.*[@CR5]; Schwieters et al*.*[@CR36]; Rieping et al*.*[@CR34]) as well as tools to extract torsion angle restraints from chemical shifts (Shen et al*.*[@CR38]; Cheung et al*.*[@CR8]) and to validate structures (Hooft et al*.*[@CR21]; Bhattacharya et al*.*[@CR3]) (<http://nmr.cmbi.ru.nl/cing/>). Over the years, increasingly sophisticated software tools have become available to solution NMR spectroscopists which enable (semi-) automated data analysis and significantly speed up the overall process of protein structure determination (Zimmerman et al*.*[@CR45]; Herrmann et al*.*[@CR17]*;* Jung and Zweckstetter [@CR26]; Huang et al. [@CR22]; Rieping et al*.*[@CR34]; Lemak et al*.*[@CR28]). The Collaborative Computation Project for the NMR community (CCPN) has the aim of streamlining these processes even further. To this end a data model describing all the information used during NMR analysis and in related disciplines was developed (Vranken et al*.*[@CR42]). Based on this data model, the CCPN group has further developed a spectrum analysis program (CcpNmr Analysis) and a format converter. Importantly, the data model forms an informatics system which other programs can build on and which facilitates data storage and exchange: it enables movement from one software package to another without encountering difficulties with data conversion or loss of information. Initiatives to connect a wide range of NMR software packages with the CCPN data model have already interfaced several programs ([www.extend-nmr.eu](http://www.extend-nmr.eu)) and more are currently ongoing.

To date, few software packages include modules which have been designed specifically with solid-state MAS NMR data analysis in mind (Fossi et al*.*[@CR13]; Loquet et al. [@CR29]; Moseley et al. [@CR31]; Tycko and Hu [@CR40]). However, this is a definite requirement if solid-state NMR spectroscopists are to move towards an efficient, user-friendly and (semi-) automated data analysis pipeline such as that available for solution NMR. Solid-state MAS NMR has several requirements which are not met by the current solution-NMR based software tools. Spectral features such as side bands, the frequent use of experiments with double-quantum chemical shift axes or complicated isotope labelling schemes, such as those obtained when using 1,3-^13^C- or 2-^13^C-labelled glycerol as the sole carbon source in the bacterial growth medium, call for further software features to enable the spectral information to be captured efficiently, and for the spectral analysis to be made user-friendly. Finally, solid-state NMR uses different experiments from those used in solution, with a different set of magnetisation/coherence transfer types, different preferences for excitation and measurement, and a separate vocabulary to describe them. Descriptions of these experiments are useful because resonance assignment routines and data filtering facilities require knowledge of magnetisation transfer in the NMR experiments used; while the information has been available for some time within the CCPN data model for solution NMR experiments, solid-state MAS NMR experiments have not been included until now. Here we present extensions to the CCPN data model and CcpNmr Analysis software to address the needs of solid-state MAS NMR spectroscopists. We provide a formal description of solid-state MAS NMR experiment types which concentrates on spectral features and downstream data analysis requirements, rather than on detailed transfer mechanisms. Descriptions of user-specified labelling patterns are introduced into the data model and these can be used as a filter within a variety of operations in CcpNmr Analysis. Furthermore, we have incorporated a double quantum chemical shift axis type into CcpNmr Analysis which enables automatic calculation of chemical shifts in the double quantum dimension and improved visual comparison with other spectra. In addition, a number of smaller features make the program especially user-friendly for solid-state NMR spectroscopists, and many features already available for solution-NMR data analysis have been extended to deal with solid-state MAS NMR data. Importantly, the extensions which describe MAS experiments and isotope labelling schemes in the CCPN data model have not only allowed new features to be introduced to CcpNmr Analysis, but are of benefit to anybody who uses the CCPN data model for programming, data transfer, or data archival involving solid-state MAS NMR data.

Reference data descriptions {#Sec2}
===========================

Classification of NMR experiment types {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------

The CCPN data model contains a description of NMR experiments at the magnetisation transfer level, with an associated naming convention. An earlier version of the system has been described previously (Fogh et al*.*[@CR12]); this paper serves as a reference for a new and improved version of the naming convention. The data model and naming convention are described in detail in the supplementary material (Figure S1). The description abstracts the key information required for resonance assignment and other downstream data analysis from the physics of the NMR experiment. Thus magnetisation transfer by HSQC, HMQC or SPECIFIC cross-polarisation is uniformly described as 'one-bond', and NOESY, ROESY and long mixing time DARR transfer is uniformly described as 'through-space' (any deviations from this due to the isotopic labelling pattern used are dealt with downstream). The core of the data model represents the atom sites over which the magnetisation passes, the magnetisation transfers connecting these atoms, and the NMR measurements being recorded (which potentially arise from more than one atom site). The description of the 2D HH J-resolved experiment provides the simplest example: there are two atom sites, H1 and H2, connected by a J coupling magnetisation transfer. Here the NMR parameters being measured are the H1 chemical shift, and the H1H2 J coupling value. NMR experiments descriptions are organised by magnetisation/coherence transfer pathway. For example the HCACONNH experiment is potentially a 5D experiment, although spectroscopists usually acquire this experiment with fewer observed dimensions, e.g. a 4D HCA(CO)NNH, 3D H(CACO)NNH or 3D (H)CA(CO)NNH (where the frequencies of nuclei in brackets are not measured). In the data model the magnetisation transfer for this experiment is described only once in terms of the 5D experiment with five atom sites and the lower dimensional experiments are all described by reference to the top-level description.

The model corresponds to a convention for systematically naming experiments that is a more precise extension of the traditional NMR experiment names. The names reflect the underlying experiment descriptions in the data model and the general magnetisation transfer pathways found in the actual experiments. In brief, the atoms involved in the magnetisation transfer are listed in order; sites whose chemical shifts are not evolved are written in lower case; out-and-back transfers are indicated by square brackets; when the transfer is neither a one-bond transfer nor mediated by J-couplings, an underscore is inserted between the atom names, and the transfer types (e.g. 'relayed' or 'through-space') are listed in order after a full stop. For instance, a ^1^H-^15^N HSQC, an H(CACO)NNH and a ^15^N-NOESY-HSQC are represented as H\[N\], HcacoNH and H_H\[N\].through-space, respectively.

Extension of the data model and the naming convention to include solid-state MAS NMR experiments requires several considerations. Firstly, experiments which operate using very different physical mechanisms may produce very similar spectra e.g. ^13^C--^13^C DARR (Takegoshi et al*.*[@CR39]), RFDR (Bennett et al*.*[@CR2]) and PAR (De Paëpe et al*.*[@CR9]) experiments recorded at short mixing times will all result in ^13^C--^13^C correlation spectra containing only intra-residue cross peaks, although they each exploit very different mechanisms in order to achieve this. Secondly, the same experiment recorded with different mixing times can produce very different results, e.g. a ^13^C--^13^C DARR with a short mixing time will give rise to intra-residue cross peaks only (such as a TOCSY transfer would), but with a long mixing time inter-residue cross peaks can be seen too (such as observed with a NOESY transfer). Furthermore, the labelling scheme employed can also affect the transfers seen at particular mixing times. The purpose of the data model experiment types is to encode which information is contained within the spectrum so that this can be used downstream to weight or filter assignment options, i.e. which atoms can give rise to resonances in which dimension and what their bonding relationships are. This limited purpose can be achieved with a small number of transfer types, avoiding the need for maintaining a large number of different descriptions for experiments with identical assignment information. The use of an increased number of transfer mechanisms (often with equivalent effect) in solid-state MAS compared to solution NMR experiments suggests that the terms NOESY or TOCSY should be avoided in a unified nomenclature. Thus the transfer types used by CCPN henceforth are the following:'onebond'---transfer between directly bonded atoms, regardless of transfer mechanism'relayed'---multiple stepwise transfer along chemical bonds (replaces 'TOCSY')'relayed-alternate'---like 'relayed', but peaks from alternating atoms along the bond network have alternating sign'through-space'---transfer through space, not limited to chemical bonds (replaces 'NOESY')'Jcoupling'---J coupling transfer, not limited to a particular number of bonds'Jmultibond'---J coupling transfer, excluding one-bond couplings

The default transfer type is generally 'Jcoupling' for H--H, H--F, and F--F transfers and 'onebond' for all other transfers (regardless of mechanism), but exceptions are made in order to follow normal spectroscopic usage. The HNCA experiment is commonly understood to involve J coupling transfer between the protein backbone N and either Cα~i~ or Cα~i-1~. To remain consistent with this usage transfer between atoms named N and CA defaults to 'Jcoupling'. The solid state experiment known as 'NCA', which actually involves a SPECIFIC CP transfer between the N and Cα, is therefore given the official name N_CA.onebond (whereas the official name for the 'NCO' experiment remains simply NCO). Three of the transfer types are new to CCPN: (1) 'relayed' refers to intra-residue transfers and replaces the previous 'TOCSY' transfer type. (2) 'through-space' refers to any through-space transfer, regardless of the mechanism (e.g. TEDOR, cross polarisation, NOE, coupling through hydrogen bonds etc.) and replaces the previous 'NOESY' transfer type. (3) 'relayed-alternate' is a transfer type which has been created to deal with double-quantum transfers which produce 'relayed' magnetisation transfers, but with the added information that n + 1 and n bond transfers yield cross peaks of alternate sign.

The CCPN experiment types provide input to assignment and validation routines, but neither data model nor assignment software insists on absolute consistency. A few peaks that are not compatible with the description in the experiment type can be accommodated in the assignment process. In problematic cases it is up to the spectroscopist to choose the experiment description that best fits the data, e.g. by replacing a 'relayed-alternate' experiment type by a less restrictive 'relayed' or even 'through-space' alternative.

The transfer types have been used to build experiment prototypes for the most commonly used solid-state MAS NMR experiments using the CCPN Data Model description. The experiment descriptions are available from the CCPN web site and are distributed as reference information in all CcpNmr Analysis software releases from version 2.2.1 onwards. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows a list of the new experiments, together with their new systematic name and a synonym where there are several common names. In addition, there are many other experiments which have originated in solution NMR, but which can also be used by solid-state MAS NMR spectroscopists; these can be found in the complete experiment prototype list in the Supplementary Information (Table S1).Table 1New solid-state MAS NMR Experiment Prototypes included in CcpNmr Analysis showing for each experiment prototype the systematic name, the maximum possible number of dimensions, a synonym and examples of experiments included in the prototypeSystematic experiment nameMax dimExperiment synonym^a^Examples^b^H1^1^H 1DC1^13^C 1DN1^15^N 1DF1^19^F 1DP1^31^P 1DCC2CC (onebond); CC COSY^c^DOAM, CMAR, CMR, CTUCC_C.relayed2CC (relayed); CC TOCSY^c^TOBSY, short mixing time PDSD, DARR, RFDR, PARC_C.through-space2CC (through-space); CC NOESY^c^Long mixing time PDSD, DARR, RFDR, PARC_C.relayed-alternate2CC (relayed-alternate)C\[DQ(CC)\]2^13^C DQPOST-C7, INADEQUATE etc.N_N.through-space2NN (through-space)NC2NC (onebond)Short mixing time TEDOR, PAINN_C.through-space2NC (through-space)Long mixing time TEDOR, PAINN_CA.onebond2NCANCO2NCONC_C.relayed3NCC (onebond,relayed)NC_C.through-space3NCC (onebond,through-space)N_CA_C.onebond,relayed3NCACX (relayed)NCO_C.relayed3NCOCX (relayed)N_CA_C.onebond,through-space3NCACX (through-space)NCO_C.through-space3NCOCX (through-space)N_CA_CB.onebond,relayed-alternate3NCACBN_CA_CB_C.onebond,relayed-alternate,relayed4NCACBCX (relayed)NCOCA3NCOCANCOCA_CB.relayed-alternate4NCOCACBN_CACO.onebond3NCACOCA_NCO.onebond3CANCOCA_NCO_C.onebond,relayed4CANCOCX (relayed)CANCOCACA_NCO_C.onebond,through-space4CANCOCX (through-space)CBCACO3CBCACOCACBCG3CACBCGC_C\_C.relayed,through-space3CCC (relayed,through-space)Cali_Cali_C.relayed,through-space3CaliCaliC (relayed,through-space)Cali_Cali_C.relayed-alternate,relayed3CaliCaliC (DREAM,relayed)Cali_Cali_C.relayed-alternate,through-space3CaliCaliC (DREAM,through-space)CaliCali_C.relayed3CaliCaliC (onebond,relayed)CaliCali_C.through-space3CaliCaliC (onebond,through-space)CH_HC.through-space4CHHCCH_HC_C.through-space,through-space5CHHCCNH_HC.through-space4NHHCNH_HC_C.through-space,through-space5NHHCCH\[N\]\_HC.through-space4HNHHCH_HC.through-space3HHC NOESYH_HN.through-space3HHN NOESYHC_C.relayed3HCC (relayed); HCC TOCSYHC_C.through-space3HCC (through-space)HNC3HNC (onebond)HN_C.through-space3HNC (through-space)HNCA_C.relayed4HNCACXHNCACBHNCO_C.relayed4HNCOCACXHNCOCACB^a^In several cases synonyms have been created to reflect the experimental conditions under which an experiment is recorded (e.g. 'NCACX (relayed)' would be appropriate for an NCACX recorded with a short mixing time and 'NCACX (through-space) for one recorded with a long mixing time). In other cases synonyms have been created which cover all experiments that are appropriate for that experiment prototype^b^Examples for some of the spectra covered by the experiment prototype^c^In cases where the experiment type is also commonly used in solution NMR, a synonym reflecting the solution NMR nomenclature is included

Users who develop new pulse sequences requiring new experiment descriptions can add these using the graphical Experiment Prototypes module within CcpNmr Analysis. It is hoped that users will then share these experiment descriptions with the wider NMR community by making them available for future distributions of CCPN.

Once an experiment has been allocated an experiment prototype within CcpNmr Analysis, the information contained within the prototype is used by the program at several different stages. For instance, in an NCACX spectrum recorded with a long mixing time (N_CA_C.onebond,through-space), the experiment prototype description indicates that the N and Cα must derive from the same spin system; when looking at assignment options for a peak the program can filter the assignment options accordingly. Similarly, the descriptions of a DARR and CHHC experiment (C_C.through-space and Ch_hC.through-space, respectively) allow the software to distinguish automatically whether distance restraints need to be generated between carbon atoms (in the case of a DARR spectrum) or their bonded hydrogen atoms (in the case of a CHHC spectrum), despite the fact that the peak lists will in both cases simply consist of pairs of carbon atom chemical shifts.

Isotope labelling schemes {#Sec4}
-------------------------

Solid-state MAS NMR studies often benefit from a variety of non-uniform labelling schemes (van Gammeren et al*.*[@CR41]; Etzkorn et al*.*[@CR10]; Hiller et al*.*[@CR19]; Higman et al*.*[@CR18]; Schneider et al*.*[@CR35]; Hefke et al*.*[@CR16]). Selective and extensive isotope labelling with 1,3-^13^C or 2-^13^C-labelled glucose, for instance, results in few neighbouring atom sites being simultaneously spin-labelled. The advantages of these labelling schemes include the narrowing of signals, a reduction in signal overlap, an increase in observable long-range correlations and the possibility of accurately identifying intermolecular contacts (Hong and Jakes [@CR20]; Castellani et al*.*[@CR7]; Loquet et al*.*[@CR30]). However, the labelling schemes are generally not straight forward, especially for amino acids synthesised via the citric acid cycle for which several different isotopomers are produced. The labelling scheme contains significant amounts of useful information for resonance and distance constraint assignment, but harnessing this information is not trivial. The program SOLARIA was developed to filter for the labelling scheme when assigning distance constraints for iterative automated structure calculations (Fossi et al*.*[@CR13]) and this approach has also been used in ARIA (Rieping et al*.*[@CR34]) from version 2.3 onwards. The labelling information can also be useful at many other stages of data analysis.

We have introduced a comprehensive Isotopic Labelling module into the data model and a corresponding graphical interface in CcpNmr Analysis which allows users to specify any type of macromolecular labelling. This will benefit both solid-state MAS and solution NMR applications. The system can describe uniform labelling (e.g. \[U-^13^C,^15^N\] labelling), amino-acid specific labelling (e.g. from cell-free protein synthesis or reverse labelling), labelling which results in a mixture of isotopomers for some amino acids (e.g. labelling with \[1,3-^13^C\]-glycerol), or segmental labelling which results in only part of the molecule being labelled (e.g. obtained by using solid-phase peptide synthesis or ligation techniques).

Reference isotopic labelling schemes are provided for many commonly used isotopic labelling strategies including natural abundance labelling, \[U-^13^C,^15^N\], \[U-^2^H,^13^C,^15^N\], \[U-^15^N\] with \[1,3-^13^C\]-glycerol labelling, SAIL labelling (Kainosho et al*.*[@CR27]) and others. Copies of these standard schemes can be altered for any amino acid type on an atom by atom basis, or new schemes can be created from scratch. It is possible to introduce multiple isotopomers for any amino acid type and, if known, the relative residue isotopomer populations can be specified (this is required e.g. for the glycerol-based labelling schemes).

In CcpNmr Analysis, a separate dialogue box allows users to apply labelling schemes to molecules (in effect describing 'samples') and associate these with particular NMR experiments (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Each 'labelled sample' may contain one or more 'isotopic labelling patterns'. In the simplest case, spectra may have been recorded on a sample composed of 100% \[U-^13^C,^15^N\]-labelled protein and thus the sample's molecule is associated with a single labelling pattern (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, b). However, in order to detect inter-molecular contacts in an oligomeric protein, half the protein in the sample may have been \[U-^13^C\]- and the other half \[U-^15^N\]-labelled. In this case the molecule will be associated with two labelling patterns in a 1:1 ratio (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, c). Both these scenarios are easily set up using the Isotope Labelling panel (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). If different regions or residues of a molecule have different labelling patterns (e.g. due to labelling via solid-phase peptide synthesis or expressed protein ligation methods), the labelling pattern for any residue, or group of residues, in the molecule can be modified to that of an alternative reference labelling scheme. Once the labelled samples are linked to experiments, the labelling information is available for data analysis with CcpNmr Analysis (where its use is automatic, but may be disabled), and for database deposition with CcpNmr ECI.Fig. 1**a** Isotope Labelling panel showing the way in which a protein sample (in this case an SH3 domain) can be designated as being uniformly \[^13^C,^15^N\] labelled (*upper panel*, Sample 1) or composed of 50% \[U-^13^C\] and 50% \[U-^15^N\] labelled protein (*upper panel*, Sample 2 and *lower panel*). The 'Experiments' column in the *upper panel* shows which experiments are associated with each sample. **b** Diagram illustrating the composition of Sample 1. **c** Diagram illustrating the composition of Sample 2

Analysis of solid-state MAS NMR spectra {#Sec5}
=======================================

Double quantum chemical shift axes {#Sec6}
----------------------------------

Double quantum experiments may be performed or processed in such a way as to result in two single quantum chemical shift axes or in one single and one double quantum chemical shift axis. In the latter type of spectra two neighbouring atoms A and B with chemical shifts *a* and *b* will give rise to peaks at the chemical shift positions (*a*, *a* + *b*) and (*b*, *a* + *b*), respectively (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, blue spectrum). Such spectra can provide complementary information to conventional ^13^C--^13^C correlation spectra e.g. by removing spectral overlap where neighbouring nuclei give rise to identical chemical shifts (as may be the case for Ser Cα/Cβ, Met Cβ/Cγ and other pairs of resonances). However, the process of converting the double quantum chemical shifts into the two component chemical shifts usually has to be carried out by hand, and visual comparisons of chemical shifts with other spectra, e.g. using marker lines, is not straight forward. Until recently CcpNmr Analysis was limited to chemical shift axis types corresponding to a single nucleus. We have now added double quantum chemical shift axes to the program (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, lower right hand panel). These generate a modified diagonal at (*δ*, *2δ*) as well as modified cross-hairs at positions *(δ1* + *δ2)* along the indirect double quantum dimension and *δ1* and *δ2* in the direct dimension. The *δ1* and *δ2* positions are reflected in the crosshairs of other spectral windows, improving the way in which peak positions can be compared between double and single quantum experiments (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). When assigning the double quantum chemical shift, the value is automatically deconvoluted into the two constituent chemical shifts. Assignment options are then presented and can be chosen in the conventional manner (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, lower left hand panel).Fig. 2*Upper left panel* PDSD spectrum (*red*) of a small ^13^C,^15^N-labelled membrane protein showing a Thr Cβ-Cγ2 cross peak. *Upper right panel* double quantum POST-C7 spectrum (*blue*) recorded on the same sample showing the two peaks arising from the Thr Cβ and Thr Cγ2 resonances. A diagonal is visible at (δ,2δ). The left hand peak has been selected (surrounded by *black box*) and a mark has been placed at this position which results in all the remaining visible lines being drawn at the Thr Cβ and Thr Cγ2 chemical shifts in both spectra and the (Thr Cβ + Thr Cγ2) chemical shift along the double quantum axis of the POST-C7 spectrum. *Lower left panel* The assignment panel for the selected peak shows the assignments and assignment options in both dimensions. The chemical shift in the double quantum dimension (88.85 ppm) has been split into the two component chemical shifts (70.07 ppm and 18.78 ppm) corresponding to the Thr Cβ and Thr Cγ2 resonances. *Lower right panel* Experiments panel showing the Experiment Prototypes selected for the PDSD (15 ms mixing time) and POST-C7 spectra

Spinning side bands {#Sec7}
-------------------

Solid-state MAS NMR spectra contain peaks arising from spinning side bands as well as from the main centre band. Usually the side-band peaks are not used during spectral analysis but it is important to identify them in order to prevent the misinterpretation of side-band peaks as centre-band peaks. Several new features have been added to CcpNmr Analysis in order to aid the identification of side-band peaks. Once the spinning frequency has been entered for an experiment, for instance, the side-band diagonals are marked with dashed lines (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the ability to draw lines at particular ppm positions which are propagated through all spectral windows (using 'm' for cross marks, 'h' for horizontal rulers and 'v' for vertical rulers) has been extended to draw cross marks and rulers at all side-band positions relative to the current mouse position (using 'M' for cross-marks, 'H' for horizontal rulers and 'V' for vertical rulers). This aids the identification of side-band peaks (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). A module allowing the explicit linking of two peaks as being the centre- and side-band peaks of the same resonance is beyond the scope of the current work. However, this will become possible when a general module for peak components (e.g. for peaks split by couplings) is incorporated into CcpNmr Analysis. Meanwhile, it is possible to label side-band peaks using the peak's 'Details' field or to assign the peak a low 'Merit' score. In this way, peaks can be visually highlighted with a symbol (e.g. '\*') and automatically excluded when generating distance restraints or performing other analyses.Fig. 3DARR spectrum of \[2-^13^C\]-glycerol labelled Outer membrane protein G (OmpG) recorded at 900 MHz using 13 kHz MAS and a mixing time of 200 ms. Once the spinning frequency has been entered, the diagonal is automatically repeated at 13 kHz intervals using *dashed lines*, thus highlighting side-band diagonals. The *dark blue rulers* drawn (using the 'V' key command) at 118 ppm and automatically repeated at 13 kHz intervals indicate that the peaks at 118 ppm are likely to be side bands of the carbonyl peaks at 176 ppm. The *light blue* rulers drawn at 73 ppm and automatically repeated at 13 kHz intervals indicate that these peaks are likely to be side bands of the aromatic signals at 132 ppm and not inter-residue cross peaks involving Thr Cβ resonances

Isotope abundance and correlation filtering {#Sec8}
-------------------------------------------

CcpNmr Analysis (and ARIA to which it is has been coupled) makes use of the isotope labelling information associated with a particular NMR experiment in order to generate label-aware assignments and distance restraints from through-space correlations. The labelling information is specified simply in the graphical interface by allocation of an experiment to a 'labelled sample' (with isotopic labels derived from a standard scheme, a modified scheme or a mixture of different schemes, see above). The abundances of magnetically active nuclei that give rise to a peak are then automatically calculated according to the experiment from which the peak derives. Any operation that requires the coincidence of two magnetically active nuclei is aware of both the average isotopic incorporation at each atom site and the proportion of situations where both sites are labelled at the same time; for example Cα and Cβ atoms in a given residue may both be labelled, but never at the same time, within the same isotopomer. The incorporation of isotopic labelling information allows easier assignment within CcpNmr Analysis since inappropriate resonance assignment possibilities are removed. Importantly, when generating distance restraints by matching chemical shifts to peak positions, ambiguity is reduced. Knowledge of the particular isotopic abundance also allows for a calibration of through-space peak intensities, such that the underlying intensity of the peak, as if it were 100% spin labelled, can be calculated prior to the application of an intensity-to-distance relation. This method is also used for NMR experiments where the through-space correlated resonances are not observed directly, for example in a CHHC experiment where only ^13^C resonances are observed, but the actual magnetisation transfer (and therefore the generated distance restraints) are between the unobserved hydrogen atoms. In this case the labelling of both the carbon and hydrogen nuclei are considered.

Synthetic peak lists {#Sec9}
--------------------

The use of the experiment types and labelling schemes becomes very powerful when combined with the ability of CcpNmr Analysis to create synthetic peak lists. One possibility, for instance, is to import chemical shift lists from the BMRB or shift prediction programs such as SHIFTX (Neal et al. [@CR32]) and SPARTA (Shen and Bax [@CR37]) using the CcpNmr Format Converter. These shift lists can then be used to create peaks for any type of spectrum with any type of isotopic labelling in order to compare predicted and actual peak positions. Alternatively, once a protein has been assigned, it is possible to create a synthetic peak list which contains only intra-residue peaks or peaks between neighbouring residues. This allows rapid identification of long-range peaks required for structure calculations in spectra containing both long- and short-range correlations. Such peak lists can also be used as an efficient tool to check whether all assignments have been made in a spectrum.

Additional features {#Sec10}
-------------------

In addition to the features described above which have been developed specifically for solid-state MAS NMR data analysis, several other features in CcpNmr Analysis are particularly useful in the analysis of solid-state MAS NMR data. The easy way in which 2D and 3D spectra can be overlaid is well suited to making comparisons between spectra recorded with different mixing times or on samples with different labelling schemes. The option to arrange strips horizontally rather than vertically suits many solid-state MAS NMR spectra, such as NCACX or NCOCX spectra, whose peaks conventionally occur in horizontal rather than vertical strips. The ability to make tentative assignments is a helpful way of keeping track electronically of multiple assignment possibilities in ambiguous situations. Many other routines within CcpNmr Analysis have also been updated and tested to ensure their compatibility with solid-state MAS NMR data, enabling the easy display of build-up curves, the creation of distance restraints involving carbon or nitrogen atoms or assignment statistics in the quality reports which exclude hydrogen atoms.

Conclusions {#Sec11}
===========

In conclusion, we present additions to the CCPN data model and new features within the CcpNmr Analysis program which significantly improve solid-state MAS NMR data analysis and streamline the resonance assignment and structure calculation processes. The structure calculation program, ARIA (Rieping et al*.*[@CR34]), for example, uses the CCPN data model and movement between ARIA and CcpNmr Analysis is almost seamless. This is now also the case when using solid-state MAS NMR data. The information about labelling schemes and experiment types which has been entered into CcpNmr Analysis can be accessed by ARIA and exploited during its structure calculation routines. The expanded data model also provides a platform for the development of new, interconnected software geared towards solid-state MAS NMR data analysis, e.g. automated assignment programs (Moseley et al. [@CR31]; Tycko and Hu [@CR40]) or line-shape fitting routines for the extraction of dipolar couplings to produce angular structure restraints (Franks et al*.*[@CR14]).

Several of the features presented here also provide improvements for solution NMR data analysis. The double quantum axes, for instance, can be used to analyse reduced dimensionality experiments and filtering according to isotope labelling schemes is useful when using SAIL-labelled proteins (Kainosho et al*.*[@CR27]). Overall, the expanded data model and new features in CcpNmr Analysis provide an important contribution towards the analysis of protein solid-state MAS NMR data to match the rapid methodological developments that have occurred over the past decade.

Versions 2.2.1 and above of CcpNmr Analysis contain all the described solid-state MAS NMR extensions, together with the latest CCPN data model. APIs for Python, C and Java languages are available, storing data in the form of the updated data model, which includes the new experiment descriptions and isotope labelling schemes. Subsequent CCPN software releases will include further experiment descriptions and labelling schemes provided by the user community. The software can be downloaded free of charge for non-profit institutions at <http://www.ccpn.ac.uk>. Detailed documentation is available at the CCPN web site via <http://www.ccpn.ac.uk/documentation/> and <http://www.ccpn.ac.uk/wiki/>.
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